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introduction



mobile passcodes

[Everitt et al. CHI '09]



passcode enabled

[Apple '13]

no PIN

PIN enabled

[Kurkovsky, ISTAS '10]



used PINs
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1234 0000 2580 1111 5555 0852

[Amitay '11]



how often PINs are changed

[Kurkovsky ISTAS ’10]

never

after purchase
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fingerprint scanner 
capacitive sensing at 500 dpi

touchscreen 
capacitive sensing at 6 dpi



fingerprint scanners 
500 dpi

touchscreens 
6 dpi

100x larger 
body parts

1cm



Bodyprint mobile touchscreens 
as image sensors



5 body parts



debug interface of the touch chip

LG Nexus 5 

Synaptics ClearPad 3350 

8-bit image, 30 fps 

15 x 27 pixels 

4.95″ surface area (6.2 dpi)



5 body parts

ear fist phalanges palm fingers



Bodyprint’s benefits

flat touchscreen surface for capturing 

scale and perspective invariant  

constant 1–1 mapping over time



processing



tradeoff: three thresholds

authentication 
precision

false rejection rate

we want high precision, 
but have low resolution 

➭  need to sacrifice false rejection rate 

3 thresholds to tune the system: 
 thbodypart, throtation, thvotes



3
2
1preprocessing

body-part classification

user identification



“trial”



1preprocessing: tone mapping
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exponential

linear

logarithmic

..

trial



1preprocessing: buckets

..

..

..

brightestdarkest middle



1preprocessing: 12 key frames



1preprocessing: 12 key frames

<0.1,0.2,0.3, .. ,0.128>, 
.. 
<0.83,0.13,0.74,..,0.21>

<0.48,0.96,0.40,..,0.01>, 
.. 
<0.63,0.81,0.39,..,0.57>

<0.98,0.84,0.64,..,0.42>, 
.. 
<0.72,0.66,0.20,..,0.60>

<0.32,0.38,0.74,..,0.04>, 
.. 
<0.12,0.27,0.96,..,0.85>

<0.11,0.48,0.21,..,0.04>, 
.. 
<0.96,0.60,0.51,..,0.42>

<0.23,0.55,0.96,..,0.63>, 
.. 
<0.50,0.31,0.22,..,0.68>

<0.70,0.48,0.54,..,0.04>, 
.. 
<0.50,0.42,0.43,..,0.36>

<0.82,0.89,0.63,..,0.41>, 
.. 
<0.81,0.20,0.53,..,0.83>

<0.20,0.71,0.70,..,0.37>, 
.. 
<0.60,0.83,0.99,..,0.60>

<0.22,0.60,0.01,..,0.01>, 
.. 
<0.08,0.83,0.47,..,0.17>

<0.07,0.99,0.13,..,0.33>, 
.. 
<0.91,0.12,0.90,..,0.94>

<0.72,0.21,0.09,..,0.16>, 
.. 
<0.18,0.93,0.62,..,0.36>



..

user 1, trial 1, body part

body-part database user database

ears

fists

phalanges

palms

fingers

user 1, trial 2, body part

user 1, trial 3, body part

user n, trial t, body part



2body-part classification

incoming 
12 key frames ears

fists

phalanges

palms

fingers

count valid matches

vote on one body part
calculate average distances



2body-part classification

incoming 
12 key frames ears

fists

phalanges

palms

fingers

vote on one body part

count valid matches

result majority vote 
 with threshold thbodypart

calculate average distances



count vote for user  
 if transformation error < throtation

3user identification

incoming 
12 key frames 

+ body part result

..

user 1, trial 1, 
body part

user 1, trial 2, 
body part

user 2, trial 1, 
body part

user n, trial t, 
body part

count valid matches
prevent vote if < 10 matches
compute 2D rigid transform



3user identification

incoming 
12 key frames 

+ body part result

..

user 1, trial 1, 
body part

user 1, trial 2, 
body part

user 2, trial 1, 
body part

user n, trial t, 
body part

sum votes
normalize by #trials/user

result majority vote 
 with threshold thvotes





technical evaluation



    5 body parts 

× 12 participants 
  ages 24–53, 4 female 

× 12 repetitions 

= 720 trials

design



12-fold cross validation to evaluate 

identification accuracy 

rejecting unknown users

method



results: all 5 body parts
100%

95%

90%

85%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

authentication 
precision

false rejection rate

99.5% precision 
26.8% false rejection rate



results: all 5 body parts
100%

95%

90%

85%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

authentication 
precision

false rejection rate

86.1% precision 
00.2% false rejection rate



results: ear only
100%

95%

90%

85%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

authentication 
precision

false rejection rate

99.8% precision 
07.8% false rejection rate



results: ear only



conclusions



Bodyprint

viable password replacement on 
commodity mobile devices 

affords high authentication precision 

touchscreen acts as area sensor 

performance will only increase 
with increased input resolutions



fingerprint scanners Bodyprint
15% market share potentially 75%
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